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Script text/ html template

I use underscorejs function _.model() to render html on the client side. I have found that in many examples, the templates are set to some I try to build a block to keep these tags, but drupal will break it, lose some &lt;script type=text/template id=id&gt; on the page, and using $('#id') to get the templates. like this: &lt;script type=text/template
id=id&gt; &lt;div class=form-group row&gt; &lt;label for=nickname class=col-sm-2 control-label text-right&gt;nickname&lt;/label&gt; &lt;div class=col-sm-10&gt;&lt;span&gt;&lt;%= data.subscriber.nickname %&gt;&lt;/span&gt;&lt;/div&gt; &lt;/div&gt; &lt;div class=form-group row&gt; &lt;label for=sex class=col-sm-2 control-label text-
right&gt;sex&lt;/label&gt; &lt;div class=col-sm-10&gt;&lt;span&gt;&lt;%= data.subscriber.sex %&gt;&lt;/span&gt;&lt;/div&gt; &lt;/div&gt; &lt;div class=form-group row&gt; &lt;label for=country class=col-sm-2 control-label text-right&gt;country&lt;/label&gt; &lt;div class=col-sm-10&gt;&lt;span&gt;&lt;%= data.subscriber.country
%&gt;&lt;/span&gt;&lt;/div&gt; &lt;/div&gt; &lt;/script&gt; tags evantyelman. My solution now drives me crazy: save the template as a single line string or to concatenate multiline strings with \ in js. I really need a better idea. Thank you. UPDATE: I found a better idea, using coffee code script before all codes. From external templates to
Underscore as you learn HTML5 and add new techniques to your tool box, you're likely going to want to build yourself an HTML boilerplate to start cutting all your future projects. We encourage this, and there are many starting points online to help you build your own HTML templates. In this article, we'll look at how to get started with this.
Let's start simple, with a HTML5 page hurting: &lt;!doctype html&gt;&lt;html lang=en&gt;&lt;head&gt;&lt;meta charset=utf-8&gt;&lt;title&gt;HTML5 herald&lt;/title&gt;&lt;meta name=description content=The HTML5 Herald&gt; &lt;meta name=author content=SitePoint&gt; &lt;link rel=stylesheet href=css/styles.css?
v=1.0&gt;&lt;/head&gt;&lt;body&gt;&lt;script src=js/scripts.js&gt;&lt;/script&gt;&lt;/body&gt;&lt;/html&gt; With this basic model in place, let's now examine some of the important parts in the markup and how these might differ from how HTML was written before HTML5. First, we have Statement of Type Document, or Physician. This is simply
a way to tell the browser – or any other parser – that kind of document it's looking at. In the case of HTML files, this means the specific version and tastes of HTML. The doctor should always be the first item at the top of any HTML file. A few years ago, the doctor's statement was an ugly and hard-to-remember statement. For XHTML 1.0
Strict: And for HTML4 Transitional: Although long string of text at the top of our document has not really hurt us (other than forcing viewers of our sites &lt;! DOCTYPE html PUBLIC - / /W3C / / DTD XHTML 1.0 Strict / BULK amp;gt; download a pate HTML5 is made away with who manages insufficient. &lt;! DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC - /
/W3C / / DTD HTML 4.01 Transitional / EN amp;gt; Now all you need is this: &lt;!doctype html&gt; Simple, and to the point.19 19 can be written in uppercase, lowercase, or mixed case. You will notice that the 5 is the missing consequence of the statement. Although the actual iteration of web markup is known as HTML5, it really is just an
evolution of previous HTML standards – and future specifications will simply be a development of what we have today. Because browsers are usually required to support all existing content on the Internet, there is no reliance on the doctor to tell them what features they should support in a given document. In other words, the doctype
alone won't make your page HTML5-compliant. It's really up to the browser to do this. In fact, you can use one of these two older physicians with new HTML5 elements on the page and the page will render the same as it would if you use the new physician. The HTML Next Element Up in any HTML document is inserted in HTML, which
has not changed significantly with HTML5. In our example, we have included the language attribute with a value of English, which specifies the document is in English. In XHTML-based syntax, you should be required to include an xmlns attribute. In HTML5, this is no longer necessary, and even the language attribute is necessary for the
document to validate or function correctly. So here's what we have so far, including the closing tag: &lt;!doctype html&gt;&lt;html lang=en&gt;&lt;/html&gt; Element the next top of our page is &lt;head&gt; Section. The first line inside the top is the one that defines the character encoding for the document. This is another component that has
been simplified since XHTML and HTML4, and is an optional feature, but recommended. In the past, you may have written it like this: HTML5 improves on this by reducing the character encoding tag at the bare minimum: In almost all &lt;meta http-equiv=Content-Type content=text/html; charset=utf-8&gt;&lt;meta&gt; case, utf-8 is the value
you will be using in your document &lt;meta charset=utf-8&gt; y. A full explanation of character coding is beyond the scope of this article, and it probably won't be that interesting to you, either. However, if you want to dig a little deeper, you can read up on the topic on W3C or WHATWG. Note: To ensure that all browsers read the character
encoded correctly, the entire character encoding declaration must include a location of the first 512 characters in your document. It should also be displayed before any content-based component (such as the &lt;title&gt; components that follow it to our example site). There's much more we could write about this topic, but we want to keep
you awake – so we'll dissect you the following details! For now, we are content to accept this simplified statement and move on to the next part of our document: &lt;title&gt;HTML5 the herald&lt;/title&gt;&lt;meta name=description content=The HTML5 Herald&gt; &lt;meta name=author content=SitePoint&gt;&lt;link rel=stylesheet
href=css/styles.css?v=1.0&gt; In the following lines, HTML5 differs from the previous syntax. Title of the page (only mandatory element inside the title&lt;/title&gt;&lt;/head&gt;is stated as it has always been, and the meta tags we've included are simply examples if you want to indicate where these should be placed; you could put many
valuable meta elements here as you like. The key part of this cut in markup is the style, which is included using the custom link element. No attribute is required for links other than href and cry. The type of the attribute (which was common to older versions of HTML) is not necessary, nor was it ever needed to indicate the type of content in
the style. The playing field level when HTML5 was introduced, it included a number of new elements, such as items and sections. You might think this would be a major problem for older browsers support for unprecedented components, but you would be wrong. This is because the browser majority doesn't actually care what tags you use.
If you had an HTML document with a recipe tag (or even a ziggy tag) in it, and your CSS attached some styles to that element, almost every browser would continue as if this was totally normal, applying your style without complaints. Of course, such a hypothetical document would fail to validate and might have accessibility issues, but
would render correctly to almost all browsers – the exception that old versions of Internet Explorer (IE). Before version 9, IE prevents unprecedented components from receiving styling. These mystery elements were viewed by the rendered engine as unknown components, so you couldn't change the ways to look or behave. This includes
not only our imagined elements, but also any elements that have yet to be defined at the time these browser versions were developed. That means (you guess it) the new HTML5 elements. The good news is that, these days, usage of IE has fallen right, and IE11 has fallen to around 2.7% global usage (as of 2018), and this previous
version that normally fell off the map. (You can view stats on browser usage and support for HTML5 features of heneral on the My Use site.) If you really need to support senior browsers, though, you can still use the trusted HTML5 Shiv, a very simple piece of JavaScript originally developed by John Resig. Inspired by a leader by Sjoerd
Visscher, he made the new HTML5 estabil elements in older versions of IE. Really, though, this shouldn't be needed right now. As indicated by my use case, HTML5 components are supported across all modern browsers and even the most recent versions. (Click the Show All options to view all browser versions.) The one exception is
that some browsers don't recognize elements in the mainland. However, for those browsers you can still use this element, as long as you add appropriate style (such as setting it to be a block element.) The rest is History Watch the rest of our starting model, we have elements of usual body along with its closed tag and tag of closed
HTML. We also have a reference to a JavaScript file inside a script element. Much like the link tag Earlier, since the JavaScript is, for all practical purposes, the only real scripting language used on the internet, and since all browsers will assume that you are using JavaScript even when you are not explicitly stating that fact, the type is
necessary in HTML5 document: We have set the script element at the bottom of our page to conform to the best &lt;script&gt; tag do not require that you declare the typeattribute. If you ever wrote XHTML, you might remember your script tags looking like this:&lt;script src=js/scripts.js type=text/javascript&gt;&lt;/script&gt;&lt;script
src=js/scripts.js&gt;&lt;/script&gt; practice for integrating JavaScript. This was done with the page-loading speed; when a browser encounters a script, it will pose downloading and rendering the rest of the page while it passes the script. This results of the page appearing loaded slower when large scripts are included at the top of the page
before any content. That's why most scripts should be placed at the bottom many of the page, so that they will only be passed after the rest of the page has been loaded. In some cases, however, (such as with the HTML5 change) the script may need to be placed at the top of your document, because you want it to take effect before the
browser starts rendering the page. Next step a good way to take your web layout to the next level is with the principles of beautiful web design, 4th edition. This book will teach you the principles of design and show you how to apply them for the web. He was fully recruited in September 2020 and includes cutting-edge techniques you
haven't read on anywhere else. For your honey CSS knowledge, our curriculum in modern CSS projects will help you master the latest, CSS3 Advanced editions. Besides this point, you can take your website or web app development to the next level with interactivity and programming, reactivate UI. Check SitePoint's extensive resources
on JavaScript and React, for example. And find out how to start new projects faster with our guide to the best efficient web tools and libraries. Alternatively, if you would like to build internet experience without learning through code, it's our primary on the movement of no code. The last wave of tools no code no code has changed the game
- for the first time, they're powerful enough to provide a serious alternative to coding in many situations. Situation.
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